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VANGO USER GUIDEVANGO USER GUIDE  

OPENING THE VANGO ROLLING TARP SYSTEM 

1. Park trailer as level as possible. 

2. Unwrap the rope from the Rear Holders.  (left side - rear) 

3. Release the Over-90 latches, which hold the Rear Door in place. They are located on the right 
and left sides of the trailer.  

4. Open the Hinges on each side.   

5. Pull the door from the bottom on each side to remove the Backdoor Bar from its locked-in 
position.  

6. Pull on the rope to raise the door to desired height, and then tie to Rope Holder located on the 
Left Hinge. 

7. RELEASE TARPING SYSTEM TO ROLL FROM REAR TO FRONT: 

***ALWAYS RELEASE THE REAR FIRST*** 
Releasing front tension arms first will result in damage to system. 

 
-Winches are located approximately 36” from the rear on each side.  
-Release the winch straps on both sides, and then remove the Flat-Hook Strap from the 
tensioning device.  
-Holding onto the UPPER part of the Tension Arm, remove it from its position in the Lower Arm 
Pocket. Let it hang down the side of the trailer. Now the Vango is ready to roll to front. 
.  

8. ROLLING THE SYSTEM FROM FRONT TO REAR: 

    After completing Steps 1–7 from above, locate the gray curtain doors at the bottom of the 
headboard on each side. Unhook the bottom of the door, push the unlock button and pull the yellow 
handle out. This will release the system to roll to the rear of the trailer. 

CLOSING THE VANGO ROLLING TARP SYSTEM 

1. Roll the Front Bow into the Headboard. Lock the Front Bow Latch. Always lock the headboard 
first. 

2. Roll the system to the rear of the trailer. 

3. Place the Tension Arm into the Lower Arm Pocket. 

4. Hook the Strap into the tensioning device. Tighten the Strap. Repeat on the other side. 

5. Lower door to “CLOSE” position. Push the Backdoor Bar back in place (located at the bottom of 
the Rear Bow). 

6. On each side, close the Side Hinges over the Rear Door and lock the Over-90 Latches with the 
lock pins. 


